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ABSTRACT 

Local-to-Global (L-G) Monte Carlo methods are a way to make three-dimensional electron t ranspor t 
bo th fast and accurate relative to other Monte Carlo methods. This is achieved by breaking the simulation 
into two stages: a local calculation done over small geometries having the size and shape of the "steps" to 
be taken through the mesh; and a global calculation which relies on a stepping code tha t samples the stored 
results of the local calculation. The increase in speed results from taking fewer steps in the global calculation 
than required by ordinary Monte Carlo codes and by speeding up the calculation per step. T h e potential 
for accuracy comes from the ability to use long runs of detailed codes to compile probabil i ty distr ibution 
functions (PDFs) in the local calculation. Specific examples of successful Local-to-Global a lgori thms are 
given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron t ranspor t is of central impor tance to calculations in radiotherapy physics. Regardless of whether 
photon or electron incident beams are used, it is through the electrons tha t much of the energy is ul t imately 
transferred to the medium. There are at least two distinct physical characteristics of electrons tha t com
plicate their simulation: (1) their electric charge, which causes them to interact almost continuously with 
the medium, and (2) their light mass , which causes them to be deflected, through relatively large angles 
compared to heavier charged particles like protons and alpha particles. 

A. Conventional Electron Monte Carlo Algorithms 

1. Analog Monte Carlo. Perhaps the most intuitive way to simulate charged part icle t ransport 
is to assume the point of view of the particle and devise an algorithm which imitates the physics of each 
"interaction'while traversing the medium. This "analog" or "single scatter" algorithm is directly analogoas-4o^ 
the uncharged particle algori thms tha t are already widely used for neutron and photon t ranspor t . Although 
the types of interactions are different in the case of charged particles, the code can proceed from interaction 
to interaction in an exactly analogous manner . 

The analog method is potential ly the most accurate method of electron simulation if the radia t ion source 
and phan tom (or pa t ient ) are accurately modeled and a large number of histories are r un bu t it is also very 
t ime consuming due to the number of interactions tha t must be modeled: even when excitations are excluded 
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from the modeled interactions, electrons still collide with the medium 104 — 105 times as often as neutrons 
in the radiotherapeutic energy range. Most of these individual interactions only change the electron energy 
and trajectory a small amount, but their cumulative effect is significant. 

A simulation for radiotherapy using an analog method could take days or weeks to run on a typical 
workstation. It is thus not appropriate for clinical use; in fact, this method is almost never used for electron 
transport in any application. 

2. Condensed History Monte Carlo. The technique of condensed history [1] is the most prevalent 
type of electron transport. It circumvents the problem of too many interactions by "condensing" the effect 
of numerous collisions into a single "step" through the medium. Rather than attempting to model all inter
actions, a representation of the aggregate effect of multiple collisions after a given step size is made. 

In condensed history methods, there are three categories of approximations made concerning the net 
effect of many interactions on the energy loss and spatial positioning of the electron. A multiscatter an
gular deflection distribution (usually that of Moliere [2] or Goudsmit-Saunderson [3]) is used to select the 
scattering angle at the end of a step. A straight-line approximation, modified by a correction to take into 
account that the electron is not exactly traveling in a straight path during the step, is included. Finally, an 
expression for energy loss during a step is also required, which should account for the statistical variation in 
the energy deposited for a given distance traveled. 

As a result of relying on empirical approximations, condensed history methods have a limited range of 
validity. For example, Ballinger has shown [4] that at low energies (below a few keV) the results of Class 
I condensed history codes such as ETRAN [5], ITS [6], and MCNP [7] are inaccurate. This is primarily 
because they rely on a Landau distribution [8] for energy loss, which allows the possibility of large energy 
losses, but deposits the energy locally instead of transferring it to secondary electrons. It is thus not valid 
for situations involving secondary disequilibrium. Class II electron transport codes, such as EGS4, explicitly 
transport secondary electrons above a threshold energy, but they also break down at low energies. This is 
due in part to the small sub-step sizes that are used at low energies; very small sub-steps do not contain 
enough interactions to make the (Moliere) multi-scatter distributions valid. 1 Short sub-steps not only cause 
the simulation to slow down, they often cause inaccurate electron energy loss. In both class I and class II al
gorithms, large sub-steps increase the efficiency, but the results can be inaccurate due to poor representation 
of the electron location, since the straight flight path approximation becomes worse as the step size increases. 

B. Principles of Local-to-Global Transport 

Recently several charged particle transport algorithms have emerged which can generally be classified as 
Local-to-Global Monte Carlo transport. The purpose of Local-to-Global Monte Carlo codes is to provide 
much of the accuracy of other Monte Carlo codes without carrying out the same time-consuming calcula
tions. It will be shown that this can lead to speed up factors sufficiently large to make analog codes practical 
for use in part of the L-G transport. 

Local-to-Global Monte Carlo methods use a "local" calculation, carried out only once, to generate data 
that can be read by the patient-specific "global" calculation. The technique consists of completing high-
statistic runs of a traditional Monte Carlo code having initial conditions (such as material type and energy) 
that are likely to be needed in future calculations. The net result of running a series of local calculations 
is a permanent library of probability distribution functions (PDFs), each of which represents the change 
in a phase space variable that the electron experiences upon exiting a selected volume. A separate PDF 
is computed for each incident energy of interest and for each relevant material type. The volume through 
which the local calculation is carried out is termed the "local geometry". The shape of the local geometry 
must be chosen judiciously because it will determine the shape of the steps in the global calculation. 

1 A n exception is Bielajew's recent single-scatter extension of the Moliere theory for EGS4 [9]. 
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The global calculation is done every time a user wants to simulate electrons traveling through a mesh 
such as a CT scan. The code selects a step size based on the distance to a boundary in the global geometry 
and the sizes available in the PDF library. The output state after a step is then determined by interpolating 
between the PDFs appropriate for the energy and material of the electron. 

For each step, the incident phase space on the local geometry is the exit phase space of the previous step. 
Transport is thus reduced to sampling PDFs, updating the electron's phase space and depositing the energy 
difference between steps. This continues until the electron is either below the cut-off energy or has escaped 
the global geometry. 

II. OVERVIEW OF TWO SUCCESSFUL L-G ALGORITHMS 

At least two examples of Local-to-Global Monte Carlo transport codes have achieved excellent results. 
On the fast end of the spectrum is the Macro Monte Carlo (MMC) method, which was conceived to improve 
the speed of condensed history codes without a significant loss of accuracy. It has obtained results in very 
good agreement with EGS4 [10] for radiotherapy dose distributions in times that axe a factor of 10-20 faster 
[11]. On the highly accurate end of the spectrum, the Response History method has yielded results that 
are in very good agreement with single electron scattering (analog) results, which has been instrumental in 
exploring the situations under which the assumptions in other algorithms break down [4]. Together, these 
two codes illustrate that the Local-to-Global Monte Carlo method is capable of achieving both speed and 
accuracy. 

A. Macro Monte Carlo 

1. Algorithm. The concept of Local-to-Global Monte Carlo was first proposed in the literature 
by Mackie and Battista [12] in 1984. They proposed an algorithm called Macro Monte Carlo (MMC) which 
would use cubical voxels as the local geometry. The proposal was never implemented due to (what seemed 
in 1984 to be) unfeasibly large memory requirements to store the PDFs. 

The Macro Monte Carlo method was implemented more recently (1992) by Neuenschwander and Born 
[13], who reduced the storage required. This was possible by using a more symmetric spherical local geom
etry and assuming perpendicular incidence. The spherical volume elements were dubbed "kugels". (Kugel 
means "sphere" in German.) Several other clever enhancements have made this method extremely fast and 
a viable option for clinical electron simulation [11]. 

The improved MMC algorithm of Neuenschwander et al features a range of possible kugel sizes from 0.05 
to 0.3 cm in radius. This allows the user to take smaller step sizes as a significant boundary is approached, 
providing accuracy where it is important. At the same time it is possible to take large, efficient steps through 
the homogeneous portions of the patient or phantom. In order for this adaptive step-size algorithm to work 
efficiently, the volume is pre-processed and a maximum kugel size index assigned to each zone. Although the 
pre-processing requires an initial computational investment, the investment is more than returned in seconds 
or minutes into the transport calculation. 

The MMC algorithm also uses energy partitioning across each boundary to account for differences in 
collision stopping powers on both sides of that boundary. This provides a reasonably accurate and very fast 
way to deposit energy on either side of the boundary. ~ ---««..*,, *> 

For each material, kugel size and electron energy, the distributions of primary electrons emerging from 
the kugel are stored in 100 equi-probable bins for efficient sampling. Thus the determination of particle 
parameters after an MMC transport step is reduced to determination of a table index, which is much faster 
than random interpolation of cumulative PDFs. 
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Secondary energy for both photons and electrons is released into the local kugel and scored "on the 
fly". Later it is "transported" (smeared forward in the incident direction and exponentially attenuated) and 
deposited in a post-process ray-tracing step after the actual simulation. Like the pre-processing step, the 
post-processing step gives a large gain in efficiency. Although this type of secondary transport is extremely 
quick, it is also probably the most significant limitation on the accuracy of the MMC method. By not 
explicitly modeling secondary electrons, the MMC code tends to flatten out discontinuities in dose across 
interfaces. It ignores the secondary electrons that are sensitive to changes in the scattering properties of 
different materials. New algorithms for secondary transport axe being explored. 

2. Results of Macro Monte Carlo. The MMC algorithm has been proven to be both accurate and 
fast. In phantom studies, MMC results agreed to within 5% of EGS4 calculations [11]. While differences 
of up to 10% were observed in small air cavities, the dose to air is not usually relevant for radiotherapy 
planning. It is possible that a 5% discrepancy with EGS4 near tissue inhomogeneities may be of clinical 
significance in a few cases, since EGS4, like other condensed history codes, is known to underestimate the 
dose at boundaries due to its inability to model backscatter properly [14]. However, for most cases this 
difference is not clinically relevant. 

The most impressive aspect of MMC is its efficiency. It has shown speed-up factors of 10-20 over EGS4, 
depending on the complexity of the geometry in the global calculation [15]. As an example, a CT-based 
calculation of a 10 MeV electron beam incident on a 5 cm x 3 cm sinus field took about 11 minutes on a 
DEC AXP 400, with an average statistical accuracy of 2% in voxels near the maximum dose. The dose grid 
resolution in this example was 0.25 cm; the same simulation was done over a dose grid resolution of 0.5 cm 
took only 1.8 minutes. The MMC code takes approximately 10 MBytes of memory for an 80x80x80 density 
grid and a 64x64x64 dose grid. 

Figure 1: A comparison of dose distributions in a patient head. On the left is the result from an EGS4 
calculation. The highest isodose line is a small 90% contour in the anterior region of the left sinus, followed 
outward by the 80%, 70%, 60%, 50%, 40% and 30% contours. On the right is the same calculation done 
with the MMC method; the centred isodose line is 80%, the rest are analagous to the MMC case. 
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B. Response History 

The Response History Monte Carlo (RHMC) method, although pursued completely independently of 
the Macro Monte Carlo method, shares its underlying philosophy and a few of its design features. It was 
developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) in 1991 by Ballinger[14] et al. It began as 
a marriage of an obscure "response matrix" Monte Carlo algorithm [16] and a Class I condensed history 
algorithm. 

1. Algorithm. The local geometry in RHMC is a hemisphere, which was chosen because it was 
believed to be more suitable than a sphere for two reasons: (1) to match boundary conditions for normally 
incident electron beams in the global calculation; and (2) to avoid tracking low-energy backscattered elec
trons in the local calculation that add to the computation time without contributing much information to the 
overall probability distribution being generated; it is more efficient to tally them immediately as they cross 
the planar boundary. In addition to these reasons, the hemisphere still allows a modest degree of symmetry 
for decoupling the energy and angle distributions. 2 

The local calculation in RHMC is done using a custom analog code, rather than using a condensed history 
code as in the Macro Monte Carlo method. The analog code is based entirely on LLNL databases for cross 
sections [17],[18],[19], rather than on empirical approximations as is condensed history. Thus the RHMC 
method has the potential to replicate the accuracy of high-quality data. 

Unlike typical Class I transport algorithms, RHMC permits knock-on electrons to be tracked as regular 
(primary) histories. The knock-on electrons are recorded in separate PDFs during the local calculation, and 
these distributions are sampled in the global calculation to determine the "birth state" of the knock-on. 
There is no capability to model bremsstrahlung in the RHMC algorithm, because it was designed for use 
in low-energy regimes where bremsstrahlung interactions do not account for an appreciable fraction of the 
total cross section. 

The most significant strength of RHMC is its analog-type accuracy at a fraction of the time required 
to do an analog calculation. Since the hemispheres are quite small in size (1.67xl0~ 7cm - 1.69xl0 _ 3cm 
in radius), the RHMC method is able to attain excellent spatial resolution. It is one of the few codes in 
existence that has been shown to model backscatter realistically, which has great appeal for radiotherapy 
applications that involve severe inhomogeneities. 

A limitation of using the RHMC code currently for radiotherapy applications is that it does not explicitly 
model bremsstrahlung events. Instead it handles this energy loss in a Class I - type manner; i.e., the energy is 
locally deposited, which is not a good approximation for photons. Photon transport could be accommodated 
by storing the birth states of photons and passing them to a photon Monte Carlo code. 

2. Results of Response History. The RHMC code has been shown to be in excellent agreement 
with experiment even under very severe conditions, such as high atomic number interfaces and low incident 
energy. This is shown in Figure 2. The time required for these calculations was slightly faster than the 
condensed history code MCNP4 [7] for the same calculations. For example, to simulate 10,000 electrons 
normally incident on thick gold took 63.5 cpu seconds on a Cray YMP computer. The corresponding cal
culation with MCNP took 110.9 seconds, and the analog code took 18,629 cpu seconds. Thus the RHMC 
resulted in a speed up factor of 293 over the analog code, while still inheriting most of its accuracy. 

" This means that the electrons that reach the surface of the hemisphere have traveled approximately the same distance, so 
that the electrons leaving the curved surface have then suffered approximately the same number of collisions so energy and 
trajectory are only loosely related and can be treated independently. The backscattered electrons are considered a completely 
separate case in this method. 
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III. T H E MACRO R E S P O N S E M E T H O D 

The Macro Response Monte Carlo method is a new algorithm being developed particularly for radio
therapy simulation. It will be implemented as the electron package in a new all-particle Monte Carlo Monte 
Carlo code being developed at LLNL called P E R E G R I N E [20]. Although still in its developmental stages, 
it is likely that the results of this code will prove it to be a compromise between R H M C and MMC with 
regard to accuracy and speed. 

A. Local Calculation 

The MRMC local calculation code is an analog scatter code, similar in philosophy to the R H M C analog 
code since it relies directly on the LLNL databases [19],[17],[18]. The local geometry chosen for the MRMC 
method is spherical. A range of spheres, or kugels in the MMC vernacular, having diameters from approx
imately 10 (im to 1 cm may tabulated in a "boots t rapped" configuration - the smallest kugel is generated 
from the single scatter code, and these small kugels are then used to generate the next larger kugel size, and 
so forth, unti l the largest kugels are generated. This allows MRMC to be efficient in bo th t ranspor t stages, 
since it speeds up the calculation of large kugels in the local calculation, which in tu rn speed up the global 
calculation. The pr imary electron is assumed to be incident in the center of the kugels, unlike M M C which 
assumes normal incidence on the surface. This geometry reflects perfect symmetry, which allows added de
coupling of phase space so that the global calculation will not need an extra transformation and can b e faster 
still. The kugel will be divided into several surface zones, and separate P D F s will be generated for each zone. 

B. Global Calculation 

1. Boundary Crossing Algorithm. There are at least two options for handling the simulation across 
a boundary between significantly different media. It should be emphasized tha t the kugel size will be reduced 
as the the electron approaches the boundary, which will greatly minimize the error associated wi th either 
boundary crossing algorithm. 

• Statistical Interpolation 
Statistical interpolation simply dictates that the kugel is considered to be either entirely of the first 
mater ia l or entirely of the second material (or third, and so forth). The material is chosen by assigning 
a probabil i ty of each possible material type based on the percentage of the kugel's volume tha t is 
overlapping with that material type. Then a random number is generated to make the decision. For 
example, suppose a kugel has 80% of its volume in bone and 20% of its volume in soft tissue. If 
the r andom number is less than 0.8, the kugel is taken to be of material type bone, otherwise it is 
considered soft tissue. This is a relatively efficient but less accurate scheme. 

• Par t ia l Volume Ray Tracing 
A more accurate method for modeling the boundaries , at least as far as energy deposition is concerned, 
is a m e t h o d similar to tha t described by Neuenschwander et al [11] and Ballinger [21]. Here the electron 
is assumed to travel in a straight ray from the center of the kugel to the sampled edge position, with 
pa r t of the ray being in one material and par t of the ray being in another material . The pathlengths 
are then scaled according to their linear stopping power, /' = ^ • p • I, where I is the t rue length and I' 
is the scaled length. The energy deposited in each voxel is simply the energy available to be deposited 
t imes the fractional scaled pathlength. 

Energy determined to be absorbed by the medium in a particular kugel will be deposited be a straight p a t h 
from the center of the kugel to the outside edge of the kugel. The pa th will b e "blurred" by a Gaussian that 
has a wid th corresponding to the pathlength of the cut-off energy for the electrons if the cut-off range is large. 

2. Treatment of Secondaries. As secondary electrons are created, they will be tracked if they have 
enough energy to escape the present kugel. Their phase space will then be tabulated in P D F s in a manner 
directly analogous to the pr imary case. If the secondary electrons do not have enough energy to escape the 
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current kugel, their history will be terminated immediately and their energy deposited inside the kugel. A 
PDF will also be formed for the number of secondaries escaping the kugel, so that the stepping code will 
know how many times to sample the secondary phase space PDFs. 

For secondary photons (from bremsstrahlung) a separate series of PDFs will be constructed which will 
include their creation position in the kugel, initial energy, and initial trajectory. Again, the number created 
in each kugel will also be tallied. The photons will not be transported in the electron code, only tabulated 
so that their transport can be assumed by an external Monte Carlo routine with photon capabilities, such 
as PEREGRINE. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Local-to-Global Monte Carlo is a transport method that has been proven to have the ability to make 
electron transport simultaneously fast and accurate. This is achieved by breaking the simulation into a 
"local1' stage arid a "global" stage. The results of the local stage are stored in a library, which is sampled 
by the global calculation. Like condensed history, this method allows the transport to proceed by taking 
macroscopic steps representing the result of many collisions. Unlike condensed history, however, this method 
does not require analytic approximations which limit the validity of the code. In fact, it is possible to base 
L-G transport entirely on data, as is seen in the Response History and Macro Response Monte Carlo methods. 

Examples of the promise of this technique can be seen in the results of Macro Monte Carlo method 
and the Response History method. Macro Monte Carlo has the ability to improve the speed of traditional 
condensed history methods without much loss in accuracy. Response History has the ability to make the 
accuracy of analog scatter codes practical. The Macro Response method combines many features of these 
algorithms to create a compromise between the two and specifically address electron transport in the new 
All-Particle radiotherapy simulation code, PEREGRINE. 

In summary, Local-to-Global methods have three potential advantages over traditional Monte Carlo 
Methods: they are fast, accurate and simple to understand. The same simple code is used for any step 
size, and accuracy is not sacrificed by using larger step sizes, unlike condensed history methods. A poten
tial disadvantage is the amount of memory required to store the results of the local calculation, but for a 
radiotherapy-specific code this problem can be reduced to a manageable level (under 15 MBytes - as little 
as 1.5 MBytes for MMC at runtime) for mid-size workstations. 
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Figure 2: The agreement of the Response History method with experiment compared to other Monte Carlo 
codes under very stringent test conditions in aluminum (left) and gold (right). 


